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R U L E S

AllSenses Spa
Guests are kindly asked to observe some simple rules governing Allsenses SPA and the Fitness area, to 
follow current sanitary regulations while respecting everyone's health and well-being.

1. Public opening hours and guests etiquette
The SPA and fitness area are open by reservation from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m., with a maximum time of use of 1 
hour per day. It is at the discretion of the SPA staff to consider staying past this time slot.

Reservations can be made directly at the hotel reception, SPA reception (floor -1) or via the EDGAR APP, 
using facility code 4812.

Children under the age of 12 are only permitted to enter the pool area from 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. if 
accompanied by their parents.

Children under the age of 18 are never allowed to enter the wet area (sauna - steam room - salt cabin - 
herbal tea room - water paradise).

2. SPA Rules
Throughout the SPA , the tone of voice should be moderated, and silence should be respected where 
necessary and in the presence of resting guests.

In the pool area it is forbidden to: RUN and DIVE.

In the wet area:
With a bathing suit, you can enter the sauna and steam bath. Please keep in mind that it is also acceptable 
to experience the wellness circuit without a bathing suit, as is common in wellness centers and Nordic 
cultures.

3. Sauna and Turkish Bath use times
The Sauna should be used for a minimum of 5 minutes and a maximum of 15 minutes, depending on your 
physique and what you are used to. For the steam room, times can be extended by 5 minutes.

5. SPA Entrance
Guests are asked to enter the SPA in bathing suits and slippers. Go to the SPA reception to receive your 
personal kit, which includes a disposable bag, bathrobe, and towel.

4. Massages and treatments
Massages and treatments should ideally be scheduled at least 2 hours ahead of time. We recommend that 
you arrive 10 minutes before your scheduled appointment time. Arriving late will shorten the duration of your 
treatment because it must still end at the scheduled time to ensure timeliness for the next guest.

Massages and treatments must be cancelled at least two hours before their scheduled appointment time, 
or they will be charged in full.



1. Fitness Rules

Place your clothing and bags in the locker rooms, make sure to keep the key to your locker secure and 
avoid leaving objects or clothing on the benches or on the ground. The Management, on the other hand, 
relinquishes any responsibility for locker theft or tampering, or theft of items left unattended in the locker 
rooms or fitness area.

The fitness area (except for the showers and restrooms) and their access  are under video surveillance to 
ensure the safety of visitors.

In the event of an emergency (medical, first aid, or fire), notify the Director immediately so that the 
appropriate emergency services can be contacted.

Report any transgressive or inappropriate behavior to the Director in order for the Police to be contacted.
The Hotel Chalet del Brenta reserves the right to charge the offender for any damages incurred.

Spread a clean, dry towel over the surfaces of the equipment and gym facilities that come into contact with 
your body, taking care to disinfect the equipment and machines as soon as you finish using them.

In the event of equipment malfunction or other guests' misbehavior, promptly notify management.

The fitness area is available for one hour per day by reservation only. The stay will be evaluated at the 
discretion of the SPA staff based on availability.

Please maintain proper etiquette and correctness to avoid disturbing other guests.

Use the fitness area and equipment only for the purpose for which they are intended.

When visiting the fitness center, it is mandatory to:

These regulations may be unilaterally modified by Hotel Chalet del Brenta at any time, but it is the responsibility 
of Management to make guests aware of any changes by leaving an updated copy in the rooms.
The current regulations are also available at the Allsenses SPA Front Desk, via the EDGAR App, and on the Hotel's 
website at www.hotelchaletdelbrenta.com
The customer agrees to review the updated regulations and any changes that may occur during his or her stay.

We are grateful to our guests for following the rules that make Allsenses SPA a place of total bliss and relaxation.

Hotel Chalet del Brenta
The Director

2. Safety

The fitness area (except for the showers and restrooms) and their access  are under video surveillance to 
ensure the safety of visitors.

3. Use of the premises

Fitness Area
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